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What does your business need to make the most of 5G?

What does your network need to
make the most of 5G and the edge?
For communications service providers (CoSPs), the race to deliver new
offerings and enhanced services via 5G is on.
Your network edge is critical to ensuring that businesses can capture
today’s emerging 5G opportunity. To support technologies such as
IoT, AR, VR, and AI, you will need to extend computing power and other
data resources to more locations than ever before. Across industries,
customers are looking to harness 5G and apply edge technologies
to help them enable innovative business models and more revenue
streams. New architectural approaches will be required to deliver the
flexibility and performance they need. And, of course, you’ll have to
provide everything securely.

75

%

Gartner predicts
that 75 percent of
enterprise data will be
created and processed
outside the cloud
by 2025, when 5G
networks will be fully
deployed.1

If you can deliver the capabilities required by today’s emerging use
cases, the opportunities can be lucrative. This handbook shares five
critical imperatives that can help you transform your network.
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Imperative 1

Embrace virtualization,
orchestration, and
other network
transformation
principles
Supporting the new
realities of 5G requires
a more flexible,
upgradable, cloud-like
network. Virtualizing,
standardizing, and
orchestrating your
edge environments is
critical to delivering
innovative services.
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As 5G continues to drive new possibilities, you will need to ensure your
network can be easily upgraded to keep pace with new innovations. To do
so, you need to extend cloud platforms, technologies, and virtualization
capabilities throughout the network to make it more agile, flexible, and
scalable. By embracing the principles of cloud computing, you make your
network software upgradable while enabling more-efficient, automated, and
intelligent remote IT management that helps minimize maintenance costs.
This process prepares your network for 5G’s dramatically increased speed
and capacity, laying the foundation for revolutionary customer experiences,
business efficiencies, and new products and services.
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Standardizing your edge
IT,
employee
assessments
software
environment
don’t match up
Another key step to transforming your network for 5G is
enabling a consistent software platform across data center
and network edge sites. The diversity of underlying platform
architectures and different access termination methods
makes it difficult for software developers to create innovative
applications and complicates the development and testing
cycles for in-house technologies. To help deal with the
complexity, Intel offers Intel® Smart Edge, a Kubernetesbased portfolio of edge software solutions that enable highly
optimized edge platforms to manage applications and network
functions with cloud-like agility across any type of network.
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Key technologies to support 5G and cloudification

Software-defined networking

Self-managed networks

Replace fixed-function network appliances with open,

Networks need to use AI to orchestrate themselves—

software-driven, consolidated workflows to improve

adjusting dynamically to the user, device, or use case for

resource utilization and performance.

optimal performance.

Virtualization

Network slicing

Virtualizing networks, including your radio access network,

Cloudified networks will enable self-contained virtual

makes them easier to upgrade for the latest 5G services

network slices to be right-sized for diverse requirements—

while also making them more responsive to better match

from industry-specific to individual services.

real-time demands.
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Imperative 2

Extend highperformance data
center resources
to the edge
Latency negatively impacts the customer experience. Enabling the closeto-the-source processing that new applications and technologies require
means moving data center–grade resources (network, compute, storage) to
regional data centers, central offices, wireline fixed access points, wireless
access base stations, radio access network sites, and other locations.
The edge will support a wide range of applications that includes both the
network functions and user applications. Customer-premises workloads
such as software-defined wide area networking and enterprise applications
can be consolidated to run on a single edge-computing device. And as 5G
continues to enable faster speeds, hosting applications at the edge will
also help reduce the risk of cross-network backhaul, slowing performance

Moving compute,
storage, and network
resources to the edge
helps your network to
deliver new services,
an improved customer
experience, and
enhanced flexibility—
all while you drive
down TCO.

and hindering the user experience.
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The business benefits of edge computing
By extending compute and other data center resources to the edge,
your organization can realize myriad benefits beyond reducing latency:

Increase agility

Generate new revenue streams

Enable context awareness

Replacing fixed-function customer-premises

Create a platform for innovation that allows

Applications hosted at the edge can have a layer

equipment enables you to provision services

you to build your own services and resell

of context awareness that may be difficult to

more quickly, offer flexible trial periods, and

them—or open your network to host third-party

achieve in a centralized cloud.

upgrade without a site visit or hardware upgrade.

applications. Physical network locations provide
a key competitive advantage.

Optimize total cost of ownership
It may be costly to send huge amounts of data
across the network—especially if that data
doesn’t truly need to take the trip. Processing
data locally can cut the cost of transmission

Comply with data locality
requirements
Hosting applications on-premises can help you
meet data sovereignty requirements.

as well as the cost of centralized storage.
Applications can be hosted where they deliver
the highest return.
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Imperative 3

Establish a
foundational
security capability
For 5G networks, it is essential to design an edge-to-core security
framework that presents the smallest possible attack surface. Quick,
short-term security fixes can inadvertently create significant problems. In
contrast, a long-term, security-by-design approach to network security—
from the processor up through the entire stack—can help minimize or
avoid exposures at the guest OS hypervisor and application level.
With 5G, security exposure of any one network function in the control
plane exposes the entire 5G core to security risks. Highly distributed
edge solutions further increase the attack surface. Lack of consistency
in security solutions across the infrastructure slows threat detection,
upgrades, resolution time, and response. As you continue transforming
your network, remember that security must be deployed at scale, be
consistent, and be pervasive across all key elements in the infrastructure.
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As networks evolve
from 4G to 5G, the
inherent characteristics
of 5G, such as
distributed architecture,
open interfaces,
multivendor, web
based, and cloud native
combine to increase the
network’s cybersecurity
attack surface.
Perimeter-based
security is no longer
sufficient to secure the
5G core network.
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Intel security technologies for 5G and edge

Key management security:

Crypto acceleration:

Firmware-level protection:

Intel® Software Guard
Extension (Intel® SGX)

3rd Gen Intel® Xeon®
Scalable processors

Intel® Platform Firmware
Resilience (Intel® PFR)

Intel® SGX is a processor-based approach to

While encrypt/decrypt processes have typically

It is essential that all the firmware operating

protecting an application’s or network function’s

raised performance concerns, Intel has helped

your network platform is up to date and acting

code and data from disclosure or modification

solve this problem with crypto acceleration

as part of a trusted foundation. To help with

using built-in memory isolation and encryption.

capabilities in our 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable

low-level platform protection, Intel provides

With Intel SGX, security keys can be better

processors. These built-in features help you

Intel® PFR, an FPGA-based solution that uses

protected during usage from end to end.

protect data flow and communications through

a specially configured Intel® MAX® 10 FPGA

By limiting access to enclave memory, Intel SGX

encryption without compromising SLAs.

to help monitor and filter malicious traffic on

reduces the attack surface and helps protect

system buses, verify firmware integrity, and

the sensitive keys and security processing meta

automatically restore corrupted firmware.

state running inside the enclave.
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Imperative 4

Target industries
where 5G can
add value
By increasing real-time visibility and optimization, encouraging
data sharing, and enabling forward-thinking technology
applications like computer vision, 5G is combining with IoT
technologies to unlock transformative use cases.

Across industries, customers will
continue to face new challenges
and unanticipated obstacles as they
realize value from 5G.
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5G use cases
by industry

Transportation
Fueling new experiences through immersive media, mobile
videoconferencing, autonomous service delivery, and automated
logistics. Roadside units use 5G and the edge to route traffic in
real time, inform driver trend analysis in the cloud, and support
ultrareliability for critical safety systems.

Manufacturing

Media

Powering automation and optimization while enhancing safety

Delivering amazing content in new ways. Media companies and

and enabling predictive maintenance. 5G and IoT in manufacturing

content producers will use 5G to unleash immersive experiences

can help streamline processes, monitor the supply chain, calibrate

through streaming video, virtual reality, interactive 3D video, and

equipment, and free people from repetitive tasks.

cloud gaming.

Retail

Smart cities

Creating an omnichannel revolution through connected

Enriching quality of life and sustainability through connected

pop-up shops, personalized experiences, autonomous stores,

transportation, smart utilities, open data platforms, and data-

and enhanced operations. 5G and IoT will provide retailers with

backed decisions. 5G will connect communities where traffic

instant inventory updates, enhanced security, and shopping

systems, first responders, municipal services, and transit IoT

experiences without checkout lines.

devices communicate continuously for better service.

Healthcare

Agriculture

Enabling personalized, proactive care—including remote

Enhancing productivity while reducing costs. Farmers and

specialty treatment, connected ambulances, collaborative care,

agricultural companies will use 5G to help increase yields

and continuous health and wellness. 5G and IoT will enable

while driving efficiencies via autonomous farming equipment,

diagnostic imaging technology that leverages powerful computer

continuous monitoring, and enhanced management.

vision and cloud analysis to improve care.
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Imperative 5

Work with the
company that’s
helped pioneer
5G and edge
To reduce risk and to ease the transition to cloud native for network and
edge services, communications service providers are choosing Intel. We’re
helping the industry power the possibilities of 5G and beyond, working
alongside our customers as a trusted partner and helping architect
networks from core to access to edge. We are here to meet your needs
today and to help you deliver a flexible infrastructure that plans for
unknown demands in the future.
Our decade of innovation and optimization with the world’s leading
technology and service providers means we not only have a deep
understanding on network and edge use cases and needs, but also a finetuned, globally deployed architecture you can count on to deliver cloud
scale and agility to the world of networking.
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The most complete set of network
technology solutions

Connectivity

Memory
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Accelerators

Software

Solutions
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Start capturing your
5G and edge
opportunity today
To learn more about how Intel® technologies for 5G and edge computing
can help you deliver new services and enable new revenue streams, visit:
intel.com/5g
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